The structure of the neocortex varies across the neocortical mantle to govern the physical size of principal neurons. What impact such anatomical variation has on the computational operations of principal neurons remains unknown. Here, we demonstrate within a functionally defined area that neocortical thickness governs the anatomical, electrophysiological, and computational properties of the principal output neurons of the neocortex. We find that neocortical thickness and the size of layer 5B pyramidal neurons changes as a gradient across the rostro-caudal axis of the rat primary visual cortex. Simultaneous somato-dendritic whole-cell recordings and compartmental modeling revealed that the electrical architecture of principal neurons was not preserved; rather, primary visual cortex site-dependent differences in intracellular resistivity accentuated a gradient of the electrical behavior of layer 5B pyramidal neurons to influence the emergence of active dendritic computations. Our findings therefore reveal an exquisite relationship between neocortical structure and neuronal computation.
INTRODUCTION
A key problem in neuroscience is to understand how circuitbased computations are implemented in the brain (van Hemmen and Sejnowski, 2006) . Recent work has shown that active dendritic integration plays a central role in circuit-based computations in retinal, hippocampal, and neocortical networks, where principal neurons do not operate as simple point processors but function as multilayered integrators of dendritic synaptic input (Bittner et al., 2015; Harnett et al., 2013; Larkum et al., 2009; Losonczy et al., 2008; Poirazi et al., 2003; Polsky et al., 2004; Sivyer and Williams, 2013; Smith et al., 2013; Takahashi et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2012) .
In the neocortex, a general model for the multilayered integrative and computational operations of the major subcortical projection neurons, layer 5B (L5B) pyramidal neurons, has been derived from recordings made principally from the primary somatosensory cortex (Larkum, 2013; Stuart and Spruston, 2015) . At thin, terminal dendritic branches, excitatory synaptic input is nonlinearly integrated through NMDA-receptor-mediated mechanisms (Branco and H€ ausser, 2010; Harnett et al., 2013; Larkum et al., 2009; Polsky et al., 2004; Schiller et al., 2000) . The results of such local computations in terminal dendrites of the apical dendritic tuft are, in turn, integrated at distal apical dendritic trunk sites by the recruitment of voltage-activated ion channels, leading to the generation of dendritic spikes (Larkum et al., 1999; Williams and Stuart, 2002; Xu et al., 2012) . The resultant apical dendritic trunk spikes forward-propagate to the final site of integration, the proximal axon, where action potential (AP) output is initiated. This model is bi-directional, allowing higher and lower layers to nonlinearly interact (Harnett et al., 2013; Larkum et al., 1999; Williams, 2005; Xu et al., 2012) . At the foundation of such integration schemes lies the spatially distributed morphology of neurons, which together with the passive biophysical properties represent a framework upon which single neuron computations are built (Stuart and Spruston, 1998; Vetter et al., 2001; Zador et al., 1995) .
The thickness of the mammalian neocortex is, however, not constant and varies across the mantle (Cahalane et al., 2012; Glasser et al., 2016; Rockel et al., 1980) to govern the size of principal neurons. In order for neuronal circuits to carry out canonical computations (Douglas and Martin, 2004; Harris and Shepherd, 2015; Markram et al., 2015) , it is critical the integrative properties of single neocortical neurons are preserved despite pronounced morphological variation. Here, we directly investigate the impact that neocortical structure has on the integrative and computational properties of L5B pyramidal neurons of the rat primary visual cortex (V1).
RESULTS

Neocortical Thickness Defines the Apical Dendritic Arborization of L5B Pyramidal Neurons
Structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed that the thickness of the rat neocortex exhibited a 3-fold range across the neocortical mantle (Figures 1A and S1 ; $1 to $3 mm, measured as the perpendicular distance from the pia to the subcortical white matter; 50 mm resolution; n = 5 registered brains), consistent with histological analysis (Paxinos and Watson, 2007) . Within the primary visual cortex, a rapid gradient of neocortical thickness was apparent ( Figures 1B-1E ). This gradient ran rostro-caudally, in line with the long axis of V1 (Figure 1C) . The thickness of the neocortex was greatest in rostral V1 (maximum 1.90 mm), transitioned to a minimum at the caudal pole (minimum 0.97 mm), and was similar between hemispheres when determined both algorithmically ( Figure 1C ) and manually (Figures 1D and 1E ; left V1: rostral = 1.70 mm, caudal = 1.39 mm; right V1: rostral = 1.71 mm, caudal = 1.36 mm). In contrast, considerably less variation was apparent across the medial-lateral axis of V1 ( Figure S1 ; rostral = 1.79-1.90 mm; caudal = 0.97-1.26 mm).
The morphology of the apical dendritic tree of L5B neurons changed considerably across the longitudinal rostro-caudal axis of V1 (Figures 2A and 2B) . Anatomical reconstruction of biocytin-filled neurons, recorded in acute brain slices of V1, revealed that the morphology of L5B pyramidal neurons was dominated by a large apical dendritic trunk that branched into an extensive tuft in layer 1 (Figure 2A ). Across the rostro-caudal axis of V1, the average path length from the soma to the termini of apical tuft dendrites linearly decreased ( Figure 2D ; range = 584-1,108 mm; linear regression: slope = 68.0 mm/mm of bregma, r = 0.71, F = 98.2, n = 97, p < 0.0001). This relationship was formed by a change in apical trunk path length, as no gradient of the path length of apical dendritic tuft dendrites was observed (Figures 2E and S2A ; trunk path length measured from the soma to the base of the tuft: range = 354-882 mm; linear regression; slope = 63.6 mm/mm of bregma, r = 0.71, F = 98.4, n = 97, p < 0.0001; average tuft path length measured from the base to the termini of apical dendritic tuft dendrites: F = 0.81, n = 97, p = 0.371). Notably, this rostro-caudal gradient was unaccompanied by differences in the diameter of the apical dendritic trunk or the branching complexity and field volume of the apical dendritic tuft (Figures S2 and S3 ). Furthermore, oblique dendrites, which decorated the proximal apical dendritic trunk, did not change in size across V1, although there was a positive correlation with the apical trunk length (Figure S2) . Similarly, the volume and total length of the basal dendritic tree did not differ across V1 ( Figures 2C and S2) . A correlation was, however, apparent between soma volume and rostro-caudal position ( Figure S2 ).
Importantly, retrograde tracer injections revealed that the rostro-caudal gradient of apical dendritic morphology was indistinguishable for L5B pyramidal neurons projecting to an identified subcortical target, the superior colliculus ( Figures  2D-2F ; red symbols represent superior-colliculi projecting L5B pyramidal neurons). Taken together, these findings indicate that a gradient of neocortical thickness across V1 governs the apical dendritic trunk length of L5B pyramidal neurons, defining the physical distance that separates the apical tuft from the rest of the neuron.
Functional Impact of the Rostro-caudal Gradient of Apical Dendritic Morphology In order to test if the rostro-caudal gradient of apical dendritic morphology impacts the integrative operations of V1 L5B pyramidal neurons, we made simultaneous triple current-clamp whole-cell recordings from the soma and distal apical dendritic sites. All dendritic recordings were made at the base of the apical dendritic tuft using closely spaced electrodes to independently inject current and record voltage ( Figures 3A, 3B , and S4A; apical dendritic trunk length = 550.9 ± 10.4 mm; dendritic recording distance from soma = 527.1 ± 10.9 mm; n = 125; dendritic electrode separation = 10.7 ± 1.1 mm). We first analyzed the somatic impact of dendritic voltage responses generated by long steps of negative current (Figures 3A and 3B; peak dendritic voltage response = À20.1 ± 0.1 mV, dendritic current = À0.68 ± 0.02 nA, duration = 600 ms). In caudal V1 L5B pyramidal neurons a considerable proportion of voltage spread from the dendritic site of generation to the soma, whereas in rostral V1 neurons, only a small fraction of voltage was recorded from the soma at peak and steady state (Figures 3A and 3B) . Analysis across the rostro-caudal axis of V1 revealed that the fraction of voltage reaching the soma declined as the length of the apical dendritic trunk increased, a relationship that could be fit with an exponential function ( Figures 3C, 3D , and S4B; 50% voltage transfer = 334 mm). A similar relationship was found for the somato-dendritic spread of voltage signals ( Figures 3E, 3F , and S4B; peak somatic voltage response = À19.9 ± 0.1 mV, somatic current = À0.76 ± 0.03 nA; 50% voltage transfer = 330 mm). These data indicate that the electrical architecture of L5B pyramidal neurons is not preserved across the rostro-caudal axis of V1 and suggest that the electrical compactness of caudal L5B pyramidal neurons may limit the expression of multilayered active dendritic integration, a functional hallmark of L5B pyramidal neurons (Larkum, 2013; Stuart and Spruston, 2015) .
In order to test this idea, we injected rheobase-positive current steps at distal apical dendritic recording sites. In rostral L5B pyramidal neurons, dendritic current steps evoked large-amplitude apical dendritic spikes ( Figure 4A ). In contrast, in caudal L5B pyramidal neurons, dendritic current steps did not generate dendritic spikes; rather, voltage spread directly from the dendritic site of generation to the soma and axon to initiate AP firing (Figure 4A) . Analysis of the time interval between the detection of regenerative spikes at dendritic and somatic recording sites revealed an apical dendritic trunk-length-dependent bifurcation ( Figure 4B ). In caudal L5B pyramidal neurons, with apical dendritic trunks <480 mm, dendritic excitation typically directly evoked AP firing (40 of 48 neurons), whereas in larger rostral neurons, dendritic spikes preceded and drove AP output ( Figure 4B ; >550 mm, 49 of 49 neurons). In contrast, when rheobase-positive current steps were injected at the soma, a simple monotonic distance-dependent relationship was found as APs back-propagated to the dendritic recording site ( Figure 4C ).
To explore if this bifurcation of dendritic integrative behavior was also apparent in response to more physiological patterns of dendritic excitatory input, we utilized microiontophoresis techniques to drive dendritic excitation through the activation of glutamate-receptor-mediated mechanisms (M€ uller et al., 2012) . Consistent with results obtained using dendritic current steps, we found that the brief and local apical dendritic iontophoretic application of glutamate evoked fast excitatory responses leading to the powerful generation of dendritic spikes in rostral L5B pyramidal neurons ( Figures 4D and S5A-S5C ; distance (C and E) and steady state (D and F). Solid lines represent single exponential fits to the data. All dendritic recordings were made at sites close to the nexus of the apical dendritic trunk (distance from nexus = 22.1 ± 2.6 mm, n = 61). See also Figure S4 . from soma = 585.1 ± 26.1 mm, n = 6). In contrast, in caudal neurons, glutamate-evoked dendritic excitatory responses did not evoke dendritic electrogenesis; instead, voltage spread to the soma and axon to directly drive AP firing ( Figure 4D , Figures S5A-S5C; distance from soma = 387.0 ± 18.8 mm, n = 7). Furthermore, in response to the generation of families of simulated dual-component AMPA:NMDA-receptor-mediated excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs), generated using dendritic dynamic-clamp techniques (Harnett et al., 2015) , a dendritic spike was initiated as a threshold response in rostral neurons and throughout a wide supra-threshold range ( Figure 4E ; distance from soma = 644.0 ± 25.0 mm, n = 8). In caudal neurons, however, dynamic-clamp EPSPs failed to evoke dendritic electrogenesis but directly drove AP firing across a wide supra-threshold range ( Figures 4E, S5D , and S5E; distance from soma = 383.8 ± 6.4 mm, n = 10). These data reveal that excitatory input to rostral L5B pyramidal neurons is locally integrated in the apical dendritic tree, whereas in caudal L5B pyramidal neurons, the integration of dendritic excitatory input occurs axo-somatically.
As previous work has indicated that synaptic integration at dendritic and axo-somatic sites occurs over distinct temporal windows (Williams and Stuart, 2002) , we tested if the temporal integration of dendritic excitatory input was distinct in rostral and caudal V1 L5B pyramidal neurons. In rostral neurons, the time window for the integration of dendritic dual-component AMPA:NMDA EPSPs was vanishingly short, with neuronal output generated by only two temporally coincident EPSPs in 7 of 8 neurons (Figures 4F and 4G ; dynamic-clamp EPSPs (E) Injection of apical dendritic excitatory conductance drives dendritic spike initiation in rostral, but not caudal V1 L5B pyramidal neurons. The insets in (D) and (E) show the time delay (mean ± SEM) between regenerative spikes recorded at dendritic and somatic sites. (F and H) Rostral (F) and caudal (H) V1 L5B pyramidal neurons show distinct modes and time windows of integration in response to distal apical dendritic injection of pairs of simulated AMPA:NMDA-receptor-mediated excitatory postsynaptic conductance changes. The rostral neuron generated dendritic-spike-driven AP firing only during coincident presentation (separation 0 to ±45 ms [in 5-ms steps]). In contrast, the injection of dendritic excitatory conductance in the caudal neuron directly evoked AP firing across a wide time window. (G and I) Pooled data showing the average (± SEM) somatic (black) and dendritic (green) peak voltage response evoked by distal apical dendritic excitatory conductance generated at the indicated time intervals in rostral (G) and caudal (I) L5B pyramidal neurons. separated in time by 0 to ±45 ms, in 5-ms steps). This pattern of neuronal output was generated by local dendritic integration, leading to the generation of dendritic spikes that subsequently drove AP firing ( Figures 4F and 4G ). Conversely, caudal neurons integrated dendritic dynamic-clamp EPSPs over a longer time window and did not require input precision to elicit AP firing, which was invariably driven by the direct spread of dendritic depolarization to the axonal site of AP initiation ( Figures 4H and 4I) . A similar disparity of integration time windows was observed when dendritic simulated EPSPs were generated in response to ideal current sources ( Figures S5F-S5I ). Synaptic integration in the distal dendritic arbor of rostral V1 L5B pyramidal neurons therefore occurs locally and is operational over the fast dendritic time constant, whereas the integration of dendritic excitatory input in caudal L5B pyramidal neurons occurs over the longer axo-somatic time constant. Thus, direct recording from an anatomically common site, the base of the apical dendritic tuft, demonstrates that the electrical architecture and dendritic integrative properties of L5B pyramidal neurons are not canonical in V1 but are determined by the physical size of the apical dendritic arbor.
Distinct Passive Electrical Structure of V1 L5B Pyramidal Neurons
To investigate if active conductances define the electrical architecture of rostral and caudal V1 L5B pyramidal neurons, we pharmacologically blocked the major resting conductances, mediated by hyperpolarization-activated cyclic-nucleotidegated (HCN) channels (ZD7288, 10 mm) and voltage-gated sodium (Na V ) channels (Tetrodotoxin, TTX, 1 mm), which shape subthreshold voltage responses (Harnett et al., 2015; Stuart, 1999; Stuart and Spruston, 1998) . Simultaneous somato-dendritic recordings demonstrated that the pharmacological reduction of resting conductance significantly increased apparent input resistance at somatic and apical dendritic recording sites and eliminated time-dependent rectification (Figures 5A-5E (F and G) Steady-state dendro-somatic (F) and somato-dendritic (G) voltage transfer was apical dendritic trunk length dependent under control conditions (filled circles; dendro-somatic 50% transfer = 360 mm, somato-dendritic = 315 mm) and when resting conductance was pharmacologically reduced (open circles; dendro-somatic 50% transfer = 563 mm, somato-dendritic = 757 mm). Lines represent fits to the data with single exponential functions. (H) Voltage transfer (mean ± SEM) was greater for caudal than rostral L5B pyramidal neurons under control conditions and when resting conductance was reduced (ZD7288 + TTX). See also Figure S4 . and S4C; somatic [t test, p < 0.0001, n = 47] and dendritic [t test, p < 0.0001, n = 47] steady-state apparent input resistance significantly different between conditions). Notably, however, when resting conductance was pharmacologically reduced, we observed significant differences in the spread of voltage between distal apical dendritic sites and the soma of rostral and caudal L5B pyramidal neurons ( Figures 5A and 5B ). For comparative analysis, we divided L5B pyramidal neurons into two groups, caudal neurons (with apical trunk lengths of <480 mm) and rostral neurons (with apical trunk lengths >550 mm), a division guided by the bifurcation of dendritic integrative behavior ( Figure 4 ). When resting conductance was reduced, a significantly greater proportion of voltage spread from distal apical dendritic sites to the soma of caudal L5B pyramidal neurons (Figures 5F and 5H; dendro-somatic voltage transfer in blockers: caudal = 0.61 ± 0.02, n = 14; rostral = 0.45 ± 0.02, n = 24; t test, p < 0.0001). The pharmacological reduction of resting conductance had a similar impact on somato-dendritic voltage transfer (Figures 5G and 5H) . Together, these data indicate that rostral and caudal V1 L5B pyramidal neurons differ in their electrical architecture.
Modeling Reveals Unique Passive Biophysical Properties of Rostral and Caudal L5B Pyramidal Neurons
To explore the determinants of voltage attenuation in rostral and caudal L5B pyramidal neurons, we modeled experimental data using the NEURON simulation environment (Hines and Carnevale, 1997) . Morphologically accurate, compartmental models were created (n = 32), and direct parameter fitting was used to determine the passive membrane properties: specific membrane resistance (R m ), specific membrane capacitance (C m ), and intracellular resistivity (R i ). Dendritic spines were not explicitly modeled but were incorporated by scaling biophysical parameters to account for additional membrane surface area (Stuart and Spruston, 1998) . We fit experimental voltage responses evoked by long (À50 and À100 pA, 800 ms) and short (À2 nA, 1 ms) apical dendritic nexus current pulses recorded in the presence of antagonists of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic transmission and pharmacological blockers of resting conductance ( Figure 6 ; ZD7288, 10 mM; TTX, 1 mM).
Experimentally recorded somatic and dendritic voltage responses were best described by a passive model in which R m declined sigmoidally with distance in the apical dendritic tree, despite the pharmacological blockade of HCN channels, as previously described for L5B pyramidal neurons of the somatosensory cortex (Stuart and Spruston, 1998) (Figures 6A-6C ; average error per fitted trace calculated by region fitness between experimental and simulated traces: uniform versus sigmoidal R m ; t test, p < 0.0001, n = 20). The distribution of R m across the apical dendritic trees of rostral and caudal neurons was similar, with both exhibiting a substantial decrease in the apical tuft ( Figure 6D ). The average R m across the entire neuron was not gradated across V1 ( Figure 6F ; n = 32, mean = 22.45 ± 1.05 kU cm 2 ; linear regression with reference to apical trunk length: F = 0.018, p = 0.89). However, due to the larger size of the apical dendritic tree, rostral neurons exhibited a greater whole-cell passive conductance ( Figure 6J ; caudal: total g passive = 18.97 ± 1.28 nS, n = 10; rostral: total g passive = 53.32 ± 11.53 nS, n = 18; Mann-Whitney test, p < 0.0001), which was attributable to a difference in passive apical dendritic conductance (caudal: apical dendrite g passive = 12.61 ± 1.21 nS, n = 10; rostral: apical dendrite g passive = 44.98 ± 11.52 nS, n = 18; Mann-Whitney test, p < 0.0001). The specific membrane capacitance remained relatively constant across neurons ( Figure 6G ; linear regression with reference to trunk length: F = 0.1, p = 0.75, mean = 1.31 ± 0.04 mF/cm 2 , n = 32).
Surprisingly, however, direct fitting revealed that the specific intracellular resistivity of L5B pyramidal neurons showed a steep gradient across V1 ( Figure 6H ; linear regression with apical trunk length: slope = 13.0 ± 3.4 U cm per 100 mm, r = 0.574, F = 14.73, p = 0.0006, n = 32). Comparison of the average values of R i estimated from caudal and rostral L5B pyramidal neurons revealed substantial differences ( Figure 6K ; caudal [apical trunk length <480 mm]: average R i = 47.3 ± 4.1 U cm, n = 10; rostral [apical trunk length > 550 mm]: R i = 88.6 ± 6.9 U cm, n = 18; t test, p < 0.0001). This gradient was not present when R i was plotted against other relevant measures of morphology, suggesting a relationship specific to apical dendritic trunk length and therefore rostro-caudal position (linear regression of R i : average apical dendrite diameter: r 2 = 0.11, p = 0.06; total basal dendrite length: r 2 = 0.02, p = 0.46; average tuft dendrite path length: r 2 = 0.08, p = 0.13).
We next sought to gauge the impact that intracellular resistivity has on the electrical architecture of rostral and caudal L5B pyramidal neurons by determining how simulated neurons deviated from experimental data when forced with the average R i values determined for either caudal or rostral L5B pyramidal neurons (Figures S6A and S6B; n = 20) . Imposing the average rostral R i onto caudal neurons caused significant errors in simulating input resistance, steady-state voltage spread, and fast voltage transients, as did imposing the average caudal R i onto rostral neurons ( Figures S6A and S6B) . Thus, when fit with a range of R i values from 5 to 200 U cm (5 U cm steps, R m and C m constrained to the best fit values from nonuniform R m model), the curves of resulting error demonstrated a shift in the values for R i between caudal and rostral L5B neurons that produced minimum error, a difference also present when R m was a free parameter ( Figure S6C ) and when C m was constrained to 1 mF/cm 2 and R m values and shape were free to vary ( Figures S6D and S6E) .
In order to further explore the relationship between R i and the rostro-caudal position of L5B pyramidal neurons in the primary visual cortex, we recorded L5B pyramidal neurons in an extracellular milieu designed to ensure that voltage responses were passive. To do so, we first recorded the dendro-somatic transfer of dendritic current-evoked voltage responses under control conditions, in the presence of blockers of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic transmission, and then in the presence of pharmacological blockers of the major resting conductance mediated by HCN and Na V channels (ZD7288, 10 mM; TTX, 1 mM), and finally in the presence of these channel blockers plus a cocktail of voltage-activated ion channel antagonists (3 mM cesium, 0.1 mM barium, and 0.1 mM cadmium) designed to reduce resting conductance imparted by potassium, calcium, and classes of leak channels (Harnett et al., 2013; Losonczy et al., 2008) (Figure 7 ; n = 29). The application of this cocktail of voltage-gated ion channel blockers increased apparent input resistance and decreased the dendro-somatic attenuation of voltage in rostral and caudal L5B pyramidal neurons (Figures 7C and 7D ; 50% dendro-somatic voltage transfer = 770 mm). Despite this, under such passive recording conditions, significant difference between the degree of dendro-somatic voltage attenuation exhibited by rostral and caudal L5B pyramidal neurons were preserved ( Figure 7E ; caudal [n = 14] versus rostral [n = 11], t test; control, p < 0.0001; ZD7288 + TTX, p < 0.0001; cocktail, p < 0.0001). Moreover, compartmental modeling and direct (Figures 7F-7H ; R i all blockers: caudal = 44.4 ± 2.8 U cm, n = 5; rostral = 77.2 ± 7.4 U cm, n = 7; t test, p < 0.005). Consistent with electrophysiological results, however, the application of this cocktail of ion channel blockers increased the compartment-dependent value of R m while preserving the non-uniform R m distribution across the apical dendritic tree ( Figures 7I and 7J ). Taken together, therefore, these data illustrate that estimations of the R i of rostral and caudal L5B pyramidal neurons are distinct when determined under passive recording conditions.
We next examined if our determination of R i in rostral and caudal V1 L5B pyramidal neurons was model dependent. We first explored if differences in R i resulted from methods used for the incorporation of dendritic spines. Notably, we found that the best-fit values of R i were unchanged when the surface area of spinous dendritic compartments were scaled by the commonly used value of two (Stuart and Spruston, 1998) , or even when no spine scale was applied, despite the expected shift in R m and C m (Figures S7A and S7B) . We also examined if differences in R i were apparent in models that possessed a uniform R m , finding that distinct R i values were apparent in simulations where R m and C m were constrained to match the experimentally estimated time constant (Stuart and Spruston, 1998) (Figures S6F and S6G ; caudal R i = 35.7 ± 4.9 U cm, n = 6; rostral R i = 59.6 ± 6.8 U cm, n = 11; difference = 23.9 ± 9.96; t test, p = 0.0298). Notably, uniform R m models were not as accurate as sigmoidal R m models at describing membrane charging, but accurately reproduced the steady-state dendro-somatic attenuation of voltage in rostral and caudal L5B pyramidal neurons. We next considered errors associated with the reconstruction of L5B neuron morphology, as the effects of intracellular resistance on charge flow are tightly linked to the diameter of neuronal processes. We reasoned that our methods for the measurement of the diameter of dendritic processes may have been distorted by histological processing and the resolution limits of light microscopy, despite correction for light spread with deconvolution. To explore how such a distortion may influence R i in model neurons, we scaled the diameter of the morphology of each modeled neuron ( Figures S7C-S7G ). These procedures revealed that in order to equilibrate R i between L5B neurons of the rostral and caudal poles of V1, a specific $20% measurement error of morphological features would have to have occurred solely in either the rostral or caudal groups (Figures S7C-S7E ; diameter scale 31.2). In these models, however, such selective scaling also perturbed other passive parameters, producing values of C m that were significantly different between rostral (n = 11) and caudal (n = 5) neurons ( Figure S7F ; t test, p = 0.017). Notably, direct measurement of tissue shrinkage, which was made by comparing dendritic segment length between images obtained live at the electrophysiological setup and following tissue fixation, revealed no difference in the average value between rostral and caudal neurons ( Figure S7H ; caudal = 0.91 ± 0.02, n = 10; rostral = 0.91 ± 0.02, n = 16). It is therefore unlikely that the observed gradient in R i is attributable to a systematic error in neurite measurement.
Taken together, therefore, our experimental and simulation results suggest that the passive biophysical properties of V1 L5B pyramidal neurons do not act to normalize the pattern of voltage attenuation imposed by apical dendritic morphology but rather serve to accentuate differences in the electrical structure of rostral and caudal L5B pyramidal neurons. To visualize these differences, we transformed the physical morphology to reflect the electrotonic size of passive neurons (Zador et al., 1995; Figures 6I and S8) . Such morphoelectrotonic transforms depicted the effects of morphological and biophysical differences, demonstrating that the distal dendrites (particularly the apical dendritic tuft) in the rostral neurons were substantially further from the soma in electrotonic distance than in the caudal neurons. Notably, morphoelectrotonic transforms of caudal L5B pyramidal neurons were relatively symmetrical, revealing that voltage attenuation from distal apical tuft dendrites was similar to that from distal basal dendrites, a symmetry not exhibited by rostral L5B pyramidal neurons ( Figure 6I ). Analysis of morphoelectrotonic transforms allowed us to demonstrate that a combination of morphological and passive biophysical properties underlies the differential dendro-somatic attenuation of voltage in rostral and caudal 5B pyramidal neurons ( Figure S8 ).
Gradient of Associative Integration across V1
In the somatosensory cortex, active dendritic integration in L5B pyramidal neurons has a defining role in neocortical circuit operation, implementing sensori-motor computations through the dynamical interaction of axo-somatic and apical dendritic integration compartments that drive neuronal output correlated with perceptual performance (Takahashi et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2012) . As this form of associative integration is reliant on distal apical dendritic electrogenesis, which drives high-frequency AP burst firing (Harnett et al., 2013; Larkum et al., 1999; Williams, 2005; Xu et al., 2012) , we explored if the rostro-caudal gradient of the dendritic properties of L5B pyramidal neurons impacted on the representation of this computation in V1. To test this, we generated barrages of simulated EPSPs at somatic and distal apical dendritic sites of rostral and caudal V1 L5B pyramidal neurons ( Figures 8A and 8B) . When an excitatory input was delivered to the soma alone, a low-frequency pattern of AP firing was generated (Figures 8A and 8B; AP frequency: caudal = 9.4 ± 0.2 Hz, n = 203 trials, n = 14 neurons; rostral = 8.9 ± 0.1 Hz; n = 321 trials, n = 21 neurons). In contrast, when excitatory input was concomitantly delivered to the soma and distal apical dendritic sites, we observed divergent patterns of associative integration between rostral and caudal L5B pyramidal neurons (Figures 8A and 8B ; dendritic recordings made 33.2 ± 4.6 mm from the nexus, n = 41). This bifurcation of associative integration was found to be independent of the precise composition of dendritic excitatory input and was manifest when dendritic excitation was composed of EPSPs injected as ideal current sources or as dual-component AMPA:NMDA EPSPs using dynamicclamp techniques. In rostral L5B pyramidal neurons, associative integration elevated AP firing rates, leading to the generation of high-frequency AP burst firing, initiated by dendritic spikes, to render the AP output highly variable ( Figures 8A, 8C , and 8E; ideal current dendritic EPSPs: CV across dendritic input range = 1.08 ± 0.02; APs generated at instantaneous frequencies >100 Hz = 28.9%; dendritic dynamic-clamp EPSPs: CV across dendritic input range = 1.21 ± 0.03; APs generated at instantaneous frequencies >100 Hz = 25.6%). Analysis revealed that associative integration in rostral neurons led to AP output that deviated from the simple linear summation of AP firing generated by somatic or dendritic input alone as the dendritic input rate increased, subsequently plateaued at supra-linear values as the input frequency of ideal current injected dendritic EPSPs was further increased (Figure 8G ), or continued to rise when dendritic input was driven by simulated dual-component AMPA:NMDA EPSPs, presumably because of the sustained dendritic depolarization produced by the simulated NMDA conductance ( Figure 8I ). In contrast, in caudal neurons, associative integration powerfully drove AP output but did not lead to a highly variable AP firing pattern or the generation of AP burst firing ( Figures 8B, 8D , and 8F; ideal current dendritic EPSPs: CV across dendritic input range = 0.69 ± 0.03; APs generated at instantaneous frequencies >100 Hz = 4.9%; dendritic dynamic-clamp EPSPs: CV across dendritic input range = 0.68 ± 0.04; APs generated at instantaneous frequencies >100 Hz = 4.4%). Associative integration in caudal neurons led to AP output that sharply deviated from the simple linear summation of AP firing generated by somatic or dendritic input alone, but then (C and D) Cumulative probability plots of the instantaneous frequency of AP firing in response to somatic (black) or combined somatic and dendritic (purple) ideal current input for rostral (C; n = 12) and caudal L5B pyramidal neurons (D; n = 7). The inset graph shows the latency difference between regenerative spikes recorded at somatic and dendritic sites in response to dendritic excitatory input as a function of apical dendritic trunk length. The vertical line demarks the trunk length at which dendritic spikes first preceded AP output (Dend. first), which is also indicated by the red lines in (H) and (J). (E and F) Cumulative probability plots of the instantaneous frequency of AP firing in response to somatic barrages (black symbols) and paired presentation of AMPA:NMDA conductance (G inj ; purple symbols) injected at distal apical dendritic sites in rostral (E; n = 8) and caudal L5B pyramidal neurons (F; n = 7). The inset graphs illustrate the coefficient of variation of AP firing across the frequency range of dendritic excitatory conductance (mean ± SEM). (G and I) The AP output generated during associative integration was greater than the linear sum of AP output evoked by somatic and dendritic input alone when dendritic input was injected as an ideal current (G) or excitatory conductance (I) (mean ± SEM). (H and J) Relationship between apical dendritic recording site and the fraction of APs generated at instantaneous frequencies >100 Hz during the associative integration of distal apical dendritic and somatic excitatory input when dendritic input was injected as an ideal current (H) or excitatory conductance (J). The lines represent the results of linear regression.
declined to near linear summation as the frequency of generation of dendritic EPSPs was further increased (Figures 8G and 8I) . Notably, in neurons recorded across V1, we observed a linear relationship between dendritic trunk length and the fraction of APs generated at high frequencies during associative integration (Figures 8H and 8J ; ideal current dendritic EPSPs: linear regression slope = 9.7 ± 1.3% per 100 mm, r 2 = 0.71, F = 53.2, p < 0.0001; dendritic dynamic-clamp EPSPs: linear regression slope = 7.4 ± 1.4% per 100 mm, r 2 = 0.66, F = 29.16, p < 0.0001). Thus, proximal and distal dendritic streams of excitatory input are associatively integrated in rostral and caudal V1 L5B pyramidal neurons by different mechanisms to form distinct patterns of neuronal output. We suggest that the simple associative computation executed by caudal V1 L5B pyramidal neurons is mediated by the direct impact of dendritic excitatory input on axo-somatic integration. Consistent with this idea, we qualitatively reproduced this computation in model caudal L5B pyramidal neurons, which expressed active conductances exclusively in somatic compartments ( Figure S9 ). In contrast, such simple models failed to reproduce the computational operations of rostral L5B pyramidal neurons, as models lacked active dendritic integration ( Figure S9 ). Taken together, these data reveal a gradient of the representation of a fundamental neuronal computation across the rat primary visual cortex.
DISCUSSION
High-resolution structural MRI demonstrated that neocortical thickness exhibits a declining rostral-to-caudal gradient across the primary visual cortex of the rat. This gradient controlled the length, but not the diameter, of the apical dendrites of L5B pyramidal neurons to govern the anatomical separation between apical tuft and peri-somatic regions of these neurons. Previous functional studies have shown that the emergent computational properties of L5B pyramidal neurons are reliant on the electrical separation between apical dendritic and somatic sites (Harnett et al., 2013; Larkum, 2013; Larkum et al., 1999; Stuart and Spruston, 2015; Williams and Stuart, 2002; Xu et al., 2012) . If, as commonly argued, the neocortex is arranged in canonical networks composed of neuronal classes that perform stereotyped computations (Douglas and Martin, 2004; Harris and Shepherd, 2015; Markram et al., 2015) , then the electrical properties of a given neuronal class should be conserved across the neocortex to preserve function, despite divergent dendritic morphology (Wittenberg and Wang, 2007) . In stark contrast to this expectation, we find that L5B pyramidal neurons recorded across the rostro-caudal gradient of V1 displayed distinct electrical and computational properties. Rostral V1 L5B pyramidal neurons exhibited multisite active dendritic integration and were highly electrically compartmentalized. In contrast, caudal L5B pyramidal neurons were electrically compact, and dendritic excitatory input was not locally integrated in the dendritic arbor. Caudal neurons therefore function as relatively compact axo-somatic integrators, where dendritic excitatory input spreads directly to the soma and axon to influence AP output in a manner analogous to L2/3 pyramidal neurons of the somatosensory neocortex (Palmer et al., 2014) . Thus, changes in the length of the apical dendritic arbor of L5B pyramidal neurons imposed by the anatomy of the brain and skull are neither compensated for electrically by the alteration of biophysical properties nor morphologically by the adjustment of dendritic diameter. This gradient in morphology, however, resulted in a divergence in the somatodendritic input to AP output transformations executed by L5B pyramidal neurons to produce quantitatively different AP firing patterns, characterized by the selective generation of highfrequency AP burst firing in rostral L5B pyramidal neurons, which has significant implications for downstream signaling (Williams, 2005) . Remarkably, we observed a key determinant of neuronal electrical architecture, intracellular resistivity, was significantly lower in caudal L5B pyramidal neurons and increased in a gradient as recordings were made from L5B neurons positioned rostrally in V1. Our simulations replicated all other key facets of the passive properties of L5B pyramidal neurons, including the decline in specific membrane resistance at distal apical dendritic sites (Stuart and Spruston, 1998) . Indeed, simulation of rostral V1 L5B pyramidal neurons revealed biophysical parameters closely matched to those estimated from L5B pyramidal neurons of the somatosensory neocortex (Stuart and Spruston, 1998) . Despite our use of simultaneous somatic and dual-dendritic recording techniques to obviate dendritic bridge balance artifacts (Williams and Stuart, 2002) , caveats in the determination of the electrotonic architecture of neurons using direct parameter fitting to experimental data remain, such as the assumption of extracellular isopotentiality, the lack ionic depletion or accumulation, uniformity of charge across the core conductor, and the non-uniqueness issue created by the spatially distributed, nonuniform structure and membrane resistance of pyramidal neurons (Major et al., 1994; Stuart and Spruston, 1998) . The close similarity between the biophysical parameters estimated from large L5B pyramidal neurons of rostral V1 to those of the somatosensory neocortex (Stuart and Spruston, 1998) suggests that the gradient of R i that we describe for L5B neurons across the rostro-caudal axis of V1 is noteworthy. How then could R i vary between neurons that share a similar general structure and genetic (Kim et al., 2015) and developmental (Maruoka et al., 2017) 
Intracellular resistivity is thought to be primarily influenced by the molecule concentrations within the cytosol, the presence and distribution of intracellular organelles, and the composition of the cytoskeleton. Considering the use of identical triple whole-cell recording techniques and identical extra-and intracellular solutions between recordings, it is unlikely that the cytosolic ionic and organic molecule concentrations differed between rostral and caudal neurons. It is, however, known that dendritic organelles (primarily the endoplasmic reticulum [ER] and mitochondria) can be highly dynamic, particularly during neuronal circuit development (Faits et al., 2016; Fukumitsu et al., 2015) ; for example, mitochondria localize and aggregate at sites of high activity and calcium influx (Barnhart, 2016; Fukumitsu et al., 2015) , and dendritic mitochondria are structurally dynamic during calcium-dependent synaptic plasticity (Divakaruni et al., 2018) . Both mitochondria and the ER form extensive, elongated networks within dendrites, occupying a significant though variable proportion of the cytosolic volume (Kasthuri et al., 2015; Popov et al., 2005) . It is conceivable the enrichment and/or structural alteration of the ER and mitochondria is required to support the additional energy expenditure (Hallermann et al., 2012) , calcium regulation (Rizzuto et al., 2012) , and protein biosynthesis (Rangaraju et al., 2017 ) that underlie active dendritic integration in L5B pyramidal neurons of rostral V1. For example, the generation of large calcium-mediated dendritic plateau potentials (Larkum et al., 2009 ) would lead to additional ATP and biosynthesis requirements for establishing and resetting cytosolic and internal store calcium concentration (Howarth et al., 2012) . Additional organelles at apical dendritic sites to support these functions with no compensatory change in dendritic diameter (as observed here) would therefore be predicted to influence R i . Thus, we suggest a fundamental building block of the electrical architecture of neurons, R i , is not uniform in a given neuronal class but determined by the molecular mechanisms responsible for emergent computational operations, perhaps shaped in response to the developmental refinement of neuronal circuit activity (Faits et al., 2016; Fukumitsu et al., 2015; Maruoka et al., 2017) . The confirmation of this idea, however, requires future investigation of the structural elements that define R i , such as the distribution of subcellular organelles in identified L5B neurons of rostral and caudal V1.
Functionally, intracellular resistance is one of the factors that influence charge transfer from dendritic sites to the soma and axon. In rostral V1 L5B pyramidal neurons, the relatively higher value of R i will limit dendro-somatic charge transfer and so acts to enhance the ability of distal apical dendritic excitatory input to depolarize the dendritic membrane to reach the threshold for dendritic spike initiation. In contrast, the lower R i in caudal V1 L5B pyramidal neurons will promote dendro-somatic charge transfer, allowing distal dendritic excitatory input to have a proportionally greater direct impact at the axonal site of AP initiation, mitigating the necessity for local dendritic integration and amplification. Thus, rather than compensating for neocortical-thickness-imposed shortening of the apical dendritic arbor, the lower R i of caudal L5B pyramidal neurons accentuates electrical compactness. Notably, rats exhibit extremely sensitive defensive behaviors in response to moving stimuli that mimic overhead, avian predators (Wallace et al., 2013) , a region of visual space analyzed by the caudal pole of V1 (Gias et al., 2005) . Our findings suggest that excitatory synaptic input to the apical tuft of caudal L5B pyramidal neurons, which include motion-related visual signals (Cruz-Martín et al., 2014) , will have a direct influence on neuronal output, but this sensitivity to dendritic synaptic input comes at a cost, limiting the range and robustness of the computational operations executed by caudal L5B pyramidal neurons.
In the working brain, a high synaptic conductance state has been shown to impact the electrophysiological properties of neurons (Destexhe et al., 2003) , acting as a balanced and distributed conductance that limits dendro-somatic voltage transfer (Bernander et al., 1991; Williams, 2004) . Although a high-conductance state accentuates dendro-somatic voltage attenuation in the subthreshold domain, it does not influence the forward propagation of dendritic spikes or their coupling to AP output in L5B pyramidal neurons of the somatosensory cortex (Williams, 2004 (Williams, , 2005 . Thus, the impact of dendritic excitatory input on AP output would be predicted to be distinct in caudal and rostral V1 L5B pyramidal neurons as network activity levels vary because of contrasting integrative mechanisms, with increased activity limiting the impact of dendritic excitatory input on AP output in caudal V1 L5B pyramidal neurons. In contrast, active compartmentalized apical dendritic and associative integration in rostral V1 L5B pyramidal neurons will remain robust to changes in conductance state (Williams, 2004 (Williams, , 2005 . Interestingly, algorithms inspired by the active dendritic integrative mechanisms of L5B pyramidal neurons can exhibit deep learning without the need for the biologically implausible back-propagation of error; however, electrotonic separation between segregated compartments is essential (Guerguiev et al., 2017) , underscoring the importance of our findings of distinct associative computations executed by rostral and caudal V1 L5B pyramidal neurons. It is tempting to extrapolate this finding to other neocortical areas and species, as neocortical thickness of humans and other primates is enlarged in areas that underlie complex associative integration tasks (Cahalane et al., 2012; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2017; Wagstyl et al., 2015) .
In summary, our findings contribute to the growing body of evidence highlighting the functional heterogeneity of neuronal classes in cortical networks, which parallel electrophysiological, morphological, and molecular gradients (Cembrowski et al., 2016; Garden et al., 2008; Malik and Johnston, 2017; Strange et al., 2014) . Functionally, our work suggests that gradients in the gross neuroanatomy of the neocortex, single-cell morphology, and biophysics act to impose flexibility in the computational strategies employed in neocortical microcircuits.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: .0, monosodium salt) was positioned at a site close to (< 5 mm) the apical dendritic recording electrode. A retention current (+3 to +20 nA) was constantly applied to the iontophoresis electrode. The amplitude of the retention current was adjusted to avoid any depolarization, or change in stability, of the dendritic membrane potential. Glutamate was iontophoretically ejected in response to short pulses (1 to 5 ms) of negative current (up to À200 nA). The iontophoretic ejection volume was estimated by retracting the iontophoresis pipette in 1 mm increments ( Figure S5 ).
Microscopy and neuronal reconstruction
For accurate reconstruction, neurons were filled with 0.5% biocytin (wt / vol, 5 mg / ml, Sigma) and slices fixed in 4% PFA (pH 7.3 -7.4) for 12 hours. The slices were then reacted with 0.1% streptavidin conjugated with Alexa Fluor-488 or Alexa Fluor-568 (Invitrogen) and 0.1% Triton X-100 for 2 hours or overnight shaking at 4 C, and then mounted and coverslipped with Aqua Polymount (Polysciences Inc.). Optically sectioned (0.5 -0.8 mm z step size) x-y photomicrograph montages of neuronal morphology were acquired using an inverted spinning disk confocal microscope with a W1 Yokogawa spinning disk module (3i), Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 (Zeiss), Hamamatsu Flash4 sCMOS camera, and 40 3 1.2 NA Plan-Apochromat water immersion objective. Photomicrographs were acquired using either 1 3 1 or 2 3 2 binning and one or two averages using Slidebook 6.0 software. An exposure of 100-900 ms was set to allow the greatest dynamic range for all processes while not being too long as to over-bleach the fluorophore. In some cases, slices were counterstained with DAPI or with immunolabeling of vGLUT-2 (Synaptic systems) in order to determine lamination and arealization of V1.
Neurons were manually reconstructed with Neurolucida (MicroBrightField) at high digital magnification, and the reconstructions were visualized and analyzed with Neurolucida Explorer (MicroBrightField) software. Neurons possessing dendritic arbors that appeared substantially truncated by the slicing procedure were excluded from further analysis. For illustrative purposes only, dendritic and axonal processes of reconstructions were thickened in Neurolucida Explorer and Adobe Illustrator in order to provide clarity in text figures.
For modeling studies, the morphology of each neuron was reconstructed from images subjected to deconvolution using the CMLE algorithm, with a signal-to-noise ratio of 40, with 60 iterations, using a measured point spread function (Huygens Professional version 17.04, Scientific Volume Imaging). To ensure the accuracy of images used for deconvolution, a quality check was performed using the diameter of thick, medium, and thin dendrites, and branch point diameter as test parameters. Deconvolved spinning disk (40 x water, 1.2 NA objective) images were compared to deconvolved images obtained through a Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope using a 63 x oil objective (Plan-Apochromat 1.4 NA). Non-deconvolved spinning disk (40 x) micrographs differed in measured diameter from LSM710 (63 x) micrographs by + 24 ± 8%, whereas deconvolved spinning disk images differed from deconvolved LSM710 images by only + 8 ± 1%. For a dendrite of 1 mm this equates to a 0.08 mm difference.
Retrograde labeling A subset of rats (n = 4) were deeply anaesthetized with isoflurane (2%-3%) and retrobeads (Red RetroBeads IX; Lumafluor) were injected unilaterally into the superior colliculi (200-1500 nl) with mineral oil-filled borosilicate glass pipettes attached to a nanoject II (Drummond). After at least 4 days recovery, brain slices were prepared, as detailed above. Neocortical neurons in V1 labeled with retrobeads were located exclusively in L5. Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were made at the soma of retrolabeled neurons (n = 20 cells), and their morphology reconstructed and analyzed as detailed above.
Computational modeling and parameter fitting Modeling was performed using the NEURON simulation environment v7.3 (Hines and Carnevale, 1997) . Neuronal morphology was imported after reconstruction, with cell bodies imported as sets of 3D contours. This allowed the somatic compartment to approximate the volume and surface area of the contoured shape. Dendritic compartments were assumed to be cylindrical with a diameter as observed and reconstructed in the x-y plane. Experimental data were base-lined to 0 mV and the reversal potential of the leak conductance was set to 0 mV. Temperature was set at 35 C. Spines were not explicitly modeled but were incorporated by scaling specific membrane resistance (R m ) and specific membrane capacitance (C m ) to account for additional membrane surface area (Stuart and Spruston, 1998) . A spine scale factor was calculated for each compartment based on spine densities measured in L5 thick tufted pyramidal neurons of the rat V1 (Larkman, 1991) . An average spine area of 1.4 mm 2 and density of 1.43 spines / mm for basal dendrites, 6.3 for the apical trunk, 1.5 for oblique dendrites, and 0.91 for tuft dendrites was used. Spines were not modeled in the first 100 mm of the apical trunk, and 20 mm of basal dendrites, to account for observed aspinous regions.
Specific membrane resistance, specific membrane capacitance and axial resistivity were determined using a multiple parameter optimization technique employing the principal axis method for minimization of the square norm between the experimental and simulated curves (RegionFitness in NEURON (Hines and Carnevale, 1997) ). The model was fit to experimentally recorded voltage perturbations generated in response to current steps. Recordings at the soma when current was injected through the same electrode were not included in the fitting procedure to avoid possible error attributable to incorrect bridge balancing. Specific membrane resistance was fit with a uniform distribution over the entire basal and apical dendritic tree or a non-uniform distribution, using a sigmoidal/ Boltzmann function of the form:
Where R mend and R mstart depict the plateau regions of the sigmoidal curve, half-distance depicts the 50% point, distance is the path length along the dendrite, and slope is the slope of the function. R mend , R mstart , half-distance, and slope were all free parameters, to allow fit error minimization. For example, although R mend and R mstart define the maximum and minimum, they do not necessarily occur within the domain of the neuron and the entire length of dendrite may therefore have a sloped R m . The slope parameter was lower bound to 50, as although lower values were found to sometimes improve the error, these improvements were minimal (Stuart and Spruston, 1998) . Simulations of associative integration in rostral and caudal V1 L5B pyramidal neurons were carried out on the passive models obtained after parameter fitting. The passive reversal potential was set to À68 mV, and a transient sodium (3000 pS / mm 2 ), fast (350 pS / mm 2 ) and slow potassium (700 pS / mm 2 ) conductance were inserted into the somatic compartment (conductances available on ModelDB). No dendritic voltage-gated conductance were present. Conductance densities were chosen to emulate the action potential firing rates observed experimentally. Excitatory post-synaptic current-shaped trains of ideal current, that exactly matched those used in experiments, were delivered to the nexus and/or soma. The somatic current injection amplitude was adjusted to evoke an action potential firing rate of 10 Hz. The dendritic current amplitude was not adjusted.
Experimental design
Electrophysiology experiments were repeated independently by both authors. Results from each experimenter did not differ and thus final data were pooled. No strategy for randomization and/or stratification was adopted. This study was not performed blinded. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for individual data types are detailed below.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Morphological quantification
For measurements, the nexus was defined as the major bifurcation of the apical trunk at the base of the apical tuft. Trunk length was measured as the path from soma to nexus. The average tuft length was measured as the average of the path length to all dendritic termini in the tuft from the nexus. Oblique dendrites were defined as any branch protruding from the apical trunk prior to the nexus. Dendritic field volumes were calculated from the 3D convex hull volume (Neurolucida Explorer), defined as the enclosed volume of the 3D convex polygon wrapping the dendritic tree, with vertices at the tip of the most distal dendrites. Average diameters were measured as the mean of the diameters of dendritic sections weighted by their length relative to the total length of the dendritic tree.
Statistical quantification and analysis
Values reported are mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM), and n values represent the number of cells (individual n values are shown in the Results section and in figures). Coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated as standard deviation / mean. Statistical significance was defined as when the probability of the data being observed under a null hypothesis was less than an alpha level of 0.05. Data were subjected to a two-tail Students' t test or ANOVA unless otherwise stated. Welch's correction was used for samples with unequal variance. The Mann-Whitney test was used as a non-parametric test. Details of statistical tests can be found in the Results section. Statistical analysis was carried out using Prism 7 (Graphpad), and Sigmaplot 13 (SysStat Software). MRI data was excluded if there were major deformations or damage observed in the brain. Morphological data were excluded if there were major truncation of dendritic processes obvious at the z axis border of the slice. Somatic or dendritic electrophysiological recordings were rejected if the series resistance exceeded 20 or 50 MU, respectively, if observed recordings were highly unstable, or if cells had a depolarized membrane potential relative to the norm. Simultaneous recordings were only included in analysis if apical dendritic recordings were established at sites greater than 85% of the length of the apical dendritic trunk. Modeled cells were excluded if they could not be adequately fit to experimental data determined by the experiments' judgement and/or by possessing a square norm error of fit substantially higher than the norm.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Data and code is available upon request from the Lead Contact, Stephen Williams (srw@uq.edu.au) .
